
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MUSIC OF LOUIS ARMSTRONG A FAMOUS

MUSICIAN

Louis Armstrong was a jazz trumpeter, bandleader and singer known for stage presence impressed not only the jazz
world but all of popular music. . daring rhythmic choices, swinging phrasing and incredible high notes.

One of the greatest cornet players in town, Joe "King" Oliver, began acting as a mentor to the young
Armstrong, showing him pointers on the horn and occasionally using him as a sub. He has many nicknames in
which some are Satchmo and Pops. He played dramatic works of simple structure in Orleans jazz style and
with the accompaniment of Dick jazz music. Young musicians across the country, black or white, were turned
on by Armstrong's new type of jazz. During the next 30 years, Armstrong played more than performances a
year. He was considered one of the most influential artists in jazz history. Guys who invent terms like that are
walking the streets with their instruments under their arms. Her role as a wife was also full of obstacles.
Armstrong sang his heart out on the number, thinking of his home in Queens as he did so, but "What a
Wonderful World" received little promotion in the United States. Satchmo didn't let the criticism stop him,
however, and he returned an even bigger star when he began a longer tour throughout Europe in  Mattresses
were absent. This led some to alter his long-time nickname, Satchmo, to "Ambassador Satch. Louis Armstrong
through playing and singing with a unique sound, spreading the influence of jazz throughout his life, and
overcoming racism in the s, helped to revolutionize music of the twentieth century. Armstrong is widely
regarded as one of the greatest jazz musicians of all time. He worked very hard to become what he became and
did not let anything get in the way of becoming a musician. After being a part of the group, he found he was
more attracted to horn instruments, so he switched to the trumpet, which is how we primarily know him as
today. There are literary similarities, but there are also many differences that set these songs apart from each
other and elicit differing emotional responses from the audience. Although subject to the vicissitudes of Tin
Pan Alley and the gangster-ridden music business, as well as anti-black prejudice, he continued to develop his
playing. Armstrong fought back, but for many young jazz fans, he was regarded as an out-of-date performer
with his best days behind him. He was awarded this title by using his talents when he was a young boy
growing up in a rough neighborhood. The other members were affected by Armstrong's emotional style. Her
influence eventually undermined Armstrong's relationship with his mentor, especially concerning his salary
and additional money that Oliver held back from Armstrong and other band members.


